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so what can you do with
this information ? How is it applied ?

THINGS You NEED TOKNOWTO PLAN Your WEAVRNG
① How many cards do you need

? (top of chart)
② How many threads of each color ?
③ How long does the brand need to be ?

↳ how long does the warp need to be?

DETERMINETHE LENGTH OF YOURWARP
①Decide how long you want thefinished band↳ ERR ON THE LONG SIDE to be

② Add 10 - 15% for loom waste and take up
DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF ITTREADS PER COLOR
Look at the warping diagram .

• 2 colors per card , 2 holes per color :
*
of cards *2-

# of ends of each color
t> multiply by band length to determine how
much thread you will need

• Sometimes you need to just counthow many ends of each color you need

Yes
,
there is math . No

,
it is not that complicated .

Yes
,
it is important.

If you don't know how much thread you
need of each color , you could end up short

part way through warping
Glossary :
END : a single thread of awarp
WARP : threads under tension that the welt passes over & under
Loom WASTE : unwearable warp at the beginning and end of the band
TAKE UP : the effect caused by the displacement of thewarp by theweft
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WHAT ABOUT CARDS ? SURELY THAT'S STRAIGHTFORWARD !

You would think . Sadly , not so much .

The ABCD notation on the diagram indicates which hole each thread
goes through . Lt is important to know whether the notation calls for
the card to be marked clockwise or counter - clockwise

4- Is less important to know the
A B A D marking direction on the cards

with one or two colors . With
D C B C

more colors
, getting the position of

the colors correct relative toeach
other is vital

.

Clockwise Counterclockwise

WHAT'S ALL THIS ABOUT SAND Z ?
S and Z describe the twist direction of the weaving

( as the cards rotate
,

they twist the threads) .

There are two concepts to describe S and Z :
• threading direction • card lean

a loteasier to workS4 Hz s ,gyz÷÷÷:÷
may vary .

)

WHAT HAPPENS IF I GET S AND Z BACKWARDS ?

Often whathappens is that the pattern will show up on the
underside of the band ⇒ you can fix this toy eitherflippingthe cards or

flipping the entire band
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A diagram.

WHAT ABOUT TheNING FORWARD AND BACKWARD?

95% of the time ,
"

forward
"

rotates away from the weaver
Now and again , it won't work that way . When that happens, you have 2 options :
①Rotate the cards the other way . (Not for me ,Iwould forget)
② Flip the cardsfrom Sto-2 (only works for 1 or 2 colors ; with more colors the

relative position of the colors willgetscrewed up)

OKAY
,
ITHINK I'M GETTING IT. But HOW DOIWARP MY CARDS ?

a.

Welcome back to the warping diagram !

B You already have the basics - put thec threads into the appropriate holes in
D- the card

.

s z s z s z s z s Z

SEEMS SIMPLE - WHAT IS THE CATCH ?

The starting position will trip you up every time .There should be
a diagram showing what your starting position should be , butwhen in doubt

, put A
-D on top .

! D A
If this is where the

A-is D-A weaver sits
,
& the cards

are marked clockwise ,B C C B then D&A are on top . U☒ C B
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Books

Collingwood, Peter. Techniques of Tablet Weaving. Echo Point Books & Media, 
2015. 

Crockett, Candace. Card Weaving. Interweave Press, 1991. 

Hendrickson, Linda. Please Weave a Message: Instructions and Graphs for 
Tablet-Woven Calligraphy. Linda Hendrickson, 2003. 

Karisto, Maikki, and Mervi Pasanen. Omenaisja revonneniä Suomalaisia 
LAUTANAUHOJA = Applesies and Fox Noses Finnish TABLETWOVEN BANDS. 
Salakirjat, 2013.
 
Karisto, Maikki, et al. Tablet-Woven Treasures: Archaeological Bands from 
the Finnish Iron Age. Salakirjat, 2021. 
 
Spies, Nancy. Ecclesiastical Pomp & Aristocratic Circumstance. Arelate Studio, 
2000. 

Wollny, Claudia. Tablets at Work Das Brettchenweben Grundlagen 
Technikbuch. the Book of Basic Tablet Weaving Techniques. Wollny, Claudia 
Edition, 2021.

-
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Tools & materials

Looms:

Cards:

Yarns:

* Schacht Spindle Co
* Egill 's Woodstuffs
* Wind Haven FiberTools (Etsy)

it Lacis Tablet Weaving Cards ( Amazon , hacis.com)
* Ampstrike ( Etsy)
* WhiteWolf and Phoenix

* Halcyon Yarn SCA Merchants
* WEBS ( yarn .com)
* YarnBarn of KS
☒ Eowyn deWever ( Etsy )
* Madeira USA

* Paradise Fibers

* Timeless Textiles

* White Wolf &Phoenix

For more class handouts and the occasional fun blog post
check out

BuiltFjordTough .com


